MY HOBBY

From hobbies we get to know about different things like, general knowledge. Hobbies are of different kinds. Some people’s hobby is collecting coins, collecting stamps and collecting stones, etc. so different people have different hobbies.

My hobby is collecting coins of different countries. Actually this was my brother’s hobby. When I saw him collecting coins of different countries. I also started taking interest in this hobby. It is very good hobby because when we collect coins we get to know about currency of different countries. Some coins are very expensive and some are very cheap. I have 50 coins of different countries. I like Rial currency the most, that why I have taking interest in it most. America’s currency is very expensive. Different countries have different coins pens, Rials etc.

I have one more hobby which is collecting different story books. I have started this hobby suddenly. I have almost 35 story books. By collecting different story books we able to know very knowledgeable things. Books give us knowledge about earth and about the people of the earth.

My Teacher also taught us that :-

“There is no friend as loyal as book”

My life experience is also that books are great friends. They give us very good things and morals of life. Books never left us alone.
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